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As companies worldwide try to translate the talks 
about climate change and global warming into 
action, demand and utilization of clean energy 
solutions have seen significant growth. Recent 
waves of digitalization have further accorded 

solar energy solution providers with the combination of big data 
analytics, AI, and cloud computing to enable sophisticated solar PV 
engineering design and provide workflow management, while also 
facilitating sales and customer acquisition for solar installers and 
financiers. 

End-to-end cutting-edge solar energy solutions incorporated 
with top-quality panels have hit the market, using which clients can 
generate clean energy according to their requirement. Understanding 
the changing times, Energy CIO Insights has compiled a list of 
top 10 solar energy tech solution providers to guide businesses 
in harnessing the power of technology to tackle today’s umpteen 
challenges, reduce workload, and increase efficiencies.  

Through our cover story featuring TerraForm Power, we 
bring to you a company that is bringing about a change in the 

environment with its 3,700-megawatt diversified portfolio of 
high-quality solar and wind assets. We are also glad to feature 
Michigan-based Power Panel as one of the leading solar 
energy tech solution providers. Power Panel offers all-in-one 
hybrid solar solutions that generate electricity and hot water 
at the same time to successfully meet the energy production 
needs. Another featured company, Aesthetic Green Power, 
is providing a family of building-integrated photovoltaics 
(BIPV) product solutions for residential and high-end 
homeowners, commercial real estate developers, government, 
and educational institutions. 

Offering a nexus of innovative technological capabilities, 
these solar tech vendors are upping the solar energy game 
by several notches. Navigating through these best-of-breed 
solutions, Energy CIO Insights aims to help you build the 
partnership and make prudent decisions your organization 
needs to foster a technology-driven environment.  

We present to you Energy CIO Insights’ “Top 10 Solar 
Energy Tech Solution Providers – 2019.”
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While cruising down Interstate 35 outside 
of Austin, TX, at sunset, you will notice 
a pleasant sapphirine glow radiating 
from 15 structures set up on the side 

of the highway, posing as the state’s largest public 
art installation. Resembling the shape of a sunflower, 
these self-sustaining power generators have a “stem,” 
and their “petals” are laced with solar photovoltaic 
panels that are aimed skyward. Titled ‘Sunflowers, 
An Electric Garden,’ this project is designed by the 
renowned artist duo, Mags Harries & Lajos Héder, to 
raise awareness on renewable energy throughout the 
state. However, the real magic behind this art project is 
created by Aesthetic Green Power’s (AGP) vast building-
integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) expertise. “The state of 
Texas wanted to demonstrate the capabilities of solar 
energy in an attractive and innovative manner,” says Joe 
Morrissey, executive director of AGP. In collaboration 
with Mags Harries & Lajos Héder, Morrissey and his 

team built the electric garden to display the practical 
applications of solar energy.

The company was initially founded as Atlantis 
Energy Systems Inc in 1994. However, two years back, 
Atlantis Energy Systems began working with Columbia 
University and sought to change the production side of 
the company, thus establishing the AGP we know today. 
Conversely, the design and experimentation side of the 
company became the Sustainable Product Development 
Labs (SPDLabs), headed by Frank Pao, who had guided 
the Atlantis Energy Systems for the past 17 years. 

Currently, AGP specializes in solar-based power 
generation and utilizes European methods of building 
roofs with counter battens. “This type of framework 
allows us to place wires and panels in a secure and 
effective manner,” explains Morrissey. Today, AGP holds 
the patents for active building products (ABUP) and 
active building materials (ABUM)—trademarked by 
SPDLabs—which empowers the company to effectively 
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work with weathering skins for buildings and ensure that 
the panels are fitted in a structurally safe and sound way. 
“Our panels can withstand extreme heat and the coldest 
of winters,” mentions Morrissey. 

Displaying such expertise in roofing architecture, AGP 
has a slew of products designed to help an establishment 
become self-sufficient in their energy usage. Some of the 
company’s innovations that enable solar and thermal 
energy generation are TallSlates, Building Integrated 
Thermal Energy Roofing Systems (BITERS), Sunslates5, 
and Sunslates6. The BITERS system, for instance, is a 
heat-transferring tool developed by Atlantis USA and 
is owned by SPDLabs. Along with these solutions, AGP 
also provides commercial buildings with the canopy 
and facade BIPV glass products to deliver the most 
comprehensive, holistic energy solution.

To further elucidate on AGP’s capabilities, Morrissey 
recalls one of their biggest commercial projects: 
providing an aesthetic lighting and canopy glass for 
the MetLife Stadium in New Jersey. “We covered an 
approximate 32.8 feet-wide perimeter—from the 
nosebleed seats to the top of the compound—with our 
solar and LED lighting products,” he says. Depending on 
the football teams’ color themes, the LED panels brighten 
the night sky with an array of powerful lights, or as 
Morrissey puts it, “color mood rings.”

With a robust understanding of renewable energy’s 
abilities, AGP intends to continue innovating and 
delivering new solar and thermal-based products for 
residential and commercial purposes. Moreover, with 

the advent of eco-friendly transit systems like the JPod, 
the company seeks to invest its solar technology in green 
transportation solutions. For now, the JPod—a nascent 
concept of vehicles, where two to four passengers 
can travel in a compact wagon that is suspended from 
a bridge like a monorail—is the primary focus. “This 
innovation promises a self-sustained, non-polluting mode 
of transport, which is vital today,” says Morrissey. AGP is 
convinced that renewable energy is the true goal for an 
environmentally sustainable future, and will continue to 
develop solar energy-based solutions to serve  
that cause. EC

AGP has a slew of products 
designed to help an 
establishment become self-
sufficient in their energy usage

Solar and thermal-based products for 
residential purposes


